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Laptop Recommendations for PGIA Students 
 

The Virgin Islands Montessori School & International Academy (VIMSIA) strives to utilize effective educational tools at all 

levels of our school. Within the Peter Gruber International Academy (PGIA), our students often use computers for their 

school work. From research to collaboration to communication of their learning process, the students utilize computers as 

effective educational tools. Thus, VIMSIA requires that each PGIA student bring a laptop computer to school each day. 

Students in grades 7 and 8 are provided (on loan) with a laptop as part of a 1:1 laptop program that we fund through a federal 

grant. Thus, only students in grades 9-12 need to obtain a laptop for use in their studies. 

 

The requirements for students laptops are simple:  

 Wireless (wifi) capability: Nearly all laptops produced in the past few years are equipped with wifi.  

 Software: An office suite such as Microsoft Office or OpenOffice (free) is required. Though, a student may be able 

to do all of their office suite work using Google Apps online service, which VIMSIA provides to all students. 

 

Recommendations 

The saying, "You get what you pay for" holds true on computers. While there are very inexpensive laptops available locally 

and online, their durability is not always great and customer service is rarely sufficient. VIMSIA supports both Windows and 

Macintosh computers on our network. For a Windows computer, we recommend the Lenovo (was IBM) laptops. For 

Macintosh computers, we recommend the MacbookPro. In general, we have found that the extra cost of a Macintosh or 

Lenovo laptop to be easily realized in longevity and its effectiveness as a learning tool. Both Apple and Lenovo offer strong 

customer service and warranty service is available locally at PCParadise (Apple and Lenovo) and TechBox (Apple warranty 

service only). 

 

Some students and parents have asked about iPads or other tablet computers for use at VIMSIA. We have looked at this 

option closely and have found that iPads and other tablets do not meet the needs of our educational program. Some of our 

online textbooks are not compatible with iPads and the basic writing and document management process has been a 

challenge for the students who have tested an iPad at VIMSIA. 

 

We recommend an extended warranty for any laptop. While the cost may seem high compared to the cost of the laptop, 

laptops have their issues either very early or a few years down the road. As well, AppleCare extended warranty includes 3 

years of phone support with live knowledgeable agents. 

 

A sturdy laptop case is essential to protecting a laptop for the rigors of student life. I highly suggest the Brenthaven Trek 

Sleve or other sturdy cases. A thin slipcase is not recommended. 

 

Price Comparisons and Vendors 

PC paradise, a local vendor located in Havensite, sells both Macintosh and Lenovo computers. TechBox, also located in the 

Havensite area, sells Apple computers and equipment. Both PCParadise and TechBox are authorized service providers for the 

computers that they sell. PCMall.com is an internet based vendor that we often use for our technology needs not serviced by 

local vendors. While you may find a slightly less expensive price online, we encourage you to support our local businesses. 

 

If you have any questions, please feel free to call and email. 
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